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ME A UP DATE

MEA
Connect
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Easily connEctEd
through EvEry
onlinE channEl
Being able to serve the need of electricity
consumers in the digital era, many online
channels can easily link up the information
and connect with the Metropolitan
Electricity Authority (MEA), either through
www.mea.or.th, Facebook, Youtube or
Twitter.
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POWER FOCUS

OPEn innOvatiOn

innOvativE EnERgy

tESla POWERWall :
lamP OF CaRE
PRay FOR nEPal:
lamP OF CaRE
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PORtablE
hydROgEn FUEl:
tEChnOlOgy OF agility

Energy from outer space,
the future of the Rising Sun land
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E X E CUTIVE IN TERV IEW

MR.CHAIYONG
PUAPONGSAKORN
Deputy Governor

(Information and Communication Technology)

He received a Bachelor of Engineering in Industrial Education
(Electrical Engineering) (Honours). He started working with
Metropolitan Electricity Authority (MEA) in 1981 as to maintain
equipment of the SCADA system (Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition) - used to control MEA’s electric power distribution
system. He was one of the pioneer engineers to monitor
the SCADA system so that it was further developed to be
its substations. After working for some time, he preferred
Smart ICT for Smart Utility

Computer Science. His IT ability was realized by MEA’s top
executives, he has been given responsibility for ICT since then.
SMART ICT for Smart Utility
Because MEA’s main mission is to provide and offer an electric
power distribution service, MEA’s policy on ICT is set to support the
organization’s strategies rather than to lead the organization. Therefore,
ICT’s directions have to be adapted to conform to both MEA’s main
strategies and directions of the operation all the time— by means of
utilizing updated technologies or developing new performance
systems which perfectly satisfy the needs and expectations of the
urbanized society.

Smart Life: The concept initiated in 2012.
Back to 3-4 years ago, MEA’s strategies placed emphasis on
improving the quality of life of metropolitans whose lifestyle was
convenient, simple, and fast— particularly for everything needed in a
daily life. Electricity was one of essential things for the urban life which
could not be missed at that time. Applications related to providing
services for people— launched by the public agencies in particular—
were few and far between. In the view of Present Deputy Governor
(Information and Communication Technology , if the services providing
via mobile applications could be improved, the quality of urban life
would be improved as well.

The first version launched with 4 outstanding functions.
1st Function: Apart from checking electricity arrears, it can generate
a Barcode and a QR code on a mobile phone for the payment at MEA
counters or other payment channels such as 7-11, Tesco-Lotus, and
banks. Electricity bills are unnecessary. Just a mobile phone and payments
can be made.
2nd Function: It announces power cuts for each week in order to
improve the electric power systems. This function lets people aware
of MEA’s power cuts early enough so that they can make their weekend
plan in advance.
14
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rd
Function: It helps inform power
problems with pictures, together with their
co-ordinates, which the system can identify
and directly inform the problems to such
th
Function: This function is very interesting,
although a few people know it. It is the
system without using a map. Just hold a mobile
phone to the front, logos of other payment
channels such as banks or 7-11 will appear on
the screen. When clicking on the logo, the
system will tell how far from where we stand
at that time to the point related to such logo. This
function can be used in a daily life, unnecessarily
relevant to the electricity consumption.

Smart Life Version 2.
Based on the first version, should-be
functions were further analyzed and added.
We found that the function people needed
the most was the function to inform power failures
in house easily and rapidly. Instead of wasting
ty in making a call and explaining the house’s

months is added so that the customers can be
aware of abnormal electricity consumption in
each month. Moreover, this version can be
performed both in Thai and English.

Be prepared for the policy on the Digital
Economy.

Smart Lifeversion 2

Digital Economy
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I envision the changes in the near future
resulted from the government’s policy on the
Digital Economy— the public sector’s whole
system of providing services for the people will
change in terms of easiness, convenience,
rapidness, correctness, safety, accountability,
and more completely one-stop service center.
We can provide services for the electricity
consumers through new methods and
updated technologies which are suitable for
provide all MEA’s services to be mobile/digital
services in the near future.
MEA still has important infrastructure
durability— in order to be used as the main
network to control the power distribution system.
Moreover, MEA possesses Cloud Computing
Room— for installing computer equipment
which the highest security is needed, be able
to resist sabotage, meeting the need for the
power system from more than 1 power supply

to the sites. Nowadays, MEA provides this
service for some important public agencies.
However, MEA still makes further preparations,
particularly for the connection and providing
property services for the public agencies
which their needs are increasing such as
Data Center/ Cloud Computing.

MEA’s future trend towards ICT
The ICT system of MEA has been continuously
and obviously developed so that it is at the
forefront and recognized by the public agencies.
However, because of rapidly changing trends
towards technology, increasing expectations
of the metropolitan people that follow their
changing lifestyle, and the government’s
policies; the future trend towards ICT of MEA
still puts emphasis on improving the quality
near future, together with utilizing the ICT system
power system stability, adding value to and
sharing MEA’s ICT property with the public
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I N S IDE M EA

Beyond
Technology
18

Beyond Technology is noT
To sTop developmenT

PhItSANu
tANtIthAworN

As the modern world is driven by
Technology, the organizations have to
adapt themselves to keep up with the
world. They must be able to respond to
the changing behaviors or demands.
MEA also sees the importance of applying
technology to improve power distribution system

Department as the supervisor on the budget and

experienced in the electrical system since
Maintenance Department to be responsible for
maintaining the distribution system of MEA.

intranet or the development of a program to
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The meA sTAFF’s
deTeRminATion
Joining hAnds To
develop The insTiTUTion

organization as well as allowing government or

One of the most essential factors in
working development is each and every
team and their efforts to continue striving
and pushing for successful projects.
which areas under the supervision of MEA
encountered the power outage or dysfunction.

establishment uses the power and when it is used
entrepreneurs to use electricity during the night
electricity during the night as well.

cabinet for storing the data which we can log in
for using the data from anywhere at any time.

even further in order to both respond to the
the organization along with developing the
20

with love for providing public service.

panithan hancharoenkul

continuously stressed to all employees are the

running the organization with good governance
that also includes protecting the environment
“We must be fully responsible and

which must come from putting together a great
many smaller pieces. When our organization

pornthip Kajitwittayakul

both the state and private institutions. When
supakorn Wattanasuk

the MEA continues to give high returns on its
proud to be a part of the MEA.
“Management often stresses that we are
an institution that provides public service and
must ensure that people have a strong electrical
system and receive fast and convenient service.
environment. Everyone must be proactive and

organization share a common vision for
21

SP E CIAL TALK
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ThE STAbILITy of ThE CAPITAL MArKET
And SAfE dATA STorAgE

rAPEE SuChArITAKuL

-
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Santhat
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Elite

Today, the actress not only “has paid
off all her mother’s debts, but her excellent
performance has also been in great demand
has been in the entertainment industry for just
over three years, she is famous and has

trouble…

degree and quitted her jobs in the entertainment
industry because after her career as an artist
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for one famous record label came to an end
decreased and no other jobs became

appreciation and made her a very busy actress
“It has been just three years since that

her mother opened a Som Tum restaurant in
degree and my mother still sold Som Tum,
before I had not really been touched by
happened in my life and these encouraged

it further led her to another movie called
28

Some of the big names in entertainment
Today, she can fully declare herself as
to act a role of an elderly lady— having all

depressed
Don’t cling

29

AEC

malaysIa,
buIlds Its hopE, grows
thE Jatropha curcas lInn.
Malaysia has the potential to become
to possessing one of the most complete gas
(on a manmade island west of Johor State

Alternative energy sources are similar
to a bright hope in replacing depleted
current sources. In our previous edition,
we led you to explore our Asian neighbors
who utilize alternative energy sources
as a means of national development.
In this edition, together we’ll learn
about the preparations of the other four
neighboring AEC countries.

Ethanol from molassEs – IndonEsIa’s nEw wavE
In 2008, Indonesia set ethanol usage at a minimum mixture rate of 3% for transport
businesses, with a goal of ethanol usage of 15% by 2025. This means that ten years from now,
Indonesia intends to be ready to push this particular source of alternative energy’s usage
(which involves sugar producing plants where sugar cane is grown and used as raw material).
only began production in March 2013. In the meantime, Indonesia has been preparing
its marketing network with the national oil company and other distributors in order to distribute
ethanol. This will be another challenging step in the country’s drive to build a sustainable
source of alternative energy.
30

core energy sources and Malaysia’s gas
reserves are expected to be depleted by 2042,
hence its new focus on alternative sources
such as the Jatropha curcas Linnaeus (known
as saboo dam or “black soap” in Thailand), on
which they have signed a joint agreement
with Thailand to grow said plants in the three
southernmost provinces of Thailand. It will take
approximately seven years (from planting)
to harvest the fruit from the trees (which
harvested from the oil they produce, and this
is certainly an interesting new energy source.

vIEtnam
whEn thE wInd changEs
dIrEctIon (or countrIEs)
Wind energy is clean and its costs are
reasonably moderate, and at the same time,
it is a modern source of energy. The Vietnamese
government has signed its approval in laying
2020, with an announcement of its policy to
grant privileges for wind energy investment,
including support for national wind energy
development for local regions. With its
geography of long stretches of beach facing

Source: vovworld.vn

the eastern sea (over 3,200 km) and many
islands with wind blowing all year round,
Vietnam’s potential in wind energy is suitable

time. Let’s keep our eyes open to see what
directions the wind will blow for clean energy
as Vietnam undergoes changes.

burma acknowlEdgEs
thE world’s thIrd largEst
solar powEr plant
up, investment in the energy sector became
government has set its national development
strategy by aiming to build the world’s third
largest solar power plant with a maximum
capacity of 220 MW in the city of Minbu,
The plant is expected to be able to distribute
2016, the equivalent of 10,000 million baht
having been invested into it. Solar energy
is considered the most convenient and
fastest alternative energy sources for power
plants in the country.
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SOUL OF THE NATION

Weerapa
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THE ROyAL PROjEcT
: DILUTION
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E L E CTR IC STO RY

ThE DangERS Of hIgh
VOLTagE ELECTRICITY
MajOR ThREaTS TO YOuR LIfE anD
pROpERTY ThaT YOu ShOuLD nOT
OVERLOOk
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Aside from providing electricity to all
kinds of consumers in a convenient
and secure manner, the Metropolitan
Electricity Authority (MEA) also considers
people’s safety in using electricity to be
of utmost importance. Electricity is a
hazard in itself if people are careless or
lack knowledge in proper usage. They
risk major harm to life and property.
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Notes:
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S E R VIC E CORNER

PROJECTS OF INTERNATIONAL
SERVICE BETTER CARE
AND POWER QUALITY DEPARTMENT

C-L-M-V-T
Training on Power
Distribution System Design
for C-L-M-V-T

Considering profound knowledge and experience
in power distribution system, MEA is now
expanding oversea energy business to neighboring
countries and across the Continent. Its services
encompasses training, consulting services, event
management, electrical equipment testing and
construction supervisor on power distribution
system
EDC Underground cable
Construction feasibility study

C-L-M-V-T
Training on Harmonization
of Power Distribution
System in ASEAN Countries
for C-L-M-V-T
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Conference on Harmonization
of Power Distribution System
in the Lower Mekong

Training for National
Electric Cooperation, Sudan
(Network Planning &Loss
Reduction and Distribution

Training for Ministry

Training on Load Research
Management
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Our Services

1. Technical Training/ Seminar / Study Visit
1.1 Transmission Technology

1.5 Renewable Energy

1.6 Others

1.2 Distribution Technology

1.3 Smart Grid Technology
2. Joint Business Development

3. Power Distribution System – Related Business

1.4 Asset Management

Mr. Sombat Junkrajang

4. Consultancy

Dr. Cheerang Wangchan

Ms. Janram Santiwongse
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C SR REP ORT

SChOOl’S PaRTiCiPaTiOn
in EnERgy and EnviROnmEnT
COnSERvaTiOn
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F L A S H BACK

The Origin Of
The Metropolitan
Electricity Authority
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1.
2.

3.
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A H A P P Y LIF E

allriat
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UsE YoUr
BrAIn WIsELY
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G O O D LIVING
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INFECTIOUS DISEASES COMING
WITH THE RAINY SEASON
For our country in early May until late
October, it is more rainy and humid than
the other periods. This may cause various
infectious diseases as a consequence.
Let’s see that in the season with much
moisture, which diseases can occur.
1. Athlete’s foot or Tinea pedis: The
noticeable symptoms are the wet and white
spots on the skin bridging the toes or the foot.
Moreover, there is also the bacterial infection
causing the smelly feet. The small holes are
noticed on the foot occasionally seen as
dented shallow holes on the feet. There may
feet. If this is not treated properly, it may cause
bacterial infection. Some bacteria may cause
the infection may spread to both feet and legs.
2. Tinea Cruris: Local people call this
disease as “Sang Kang”. It is often found in
people wearing the thick pants or thick jeans
and not completely dry. In fact, the Tinea
Cruris may be caused by the fungal infection
of the feet and spread to the groin area which
is damp and suitable for the fungal growth.
3. Chloasma: It is seen as a faint circle
of white which is sometimes pink or brown. It
is usually found in the upper back or chest.
Although this disease is harmless to the body,
it causes people who have this disease to
have bad personality. The patients should
not buy medicine by themselves. If they
do not receive the correct diagnosis, the
Chloasma on the skin may be worse and
more widespread.
4. Leptospirosis: It is the disease caused
by stepping in wet areas which may cause
the infection of Leptospirosis. The patients
will have fever, muscle pain, jaundice, blood
in urine, and may die.

1. Wear boots to cover the feet from
water. After stepping in dirty water, rinse
thoroughly and dry the boots.
2. If you have to wear socks, choose the
ones which are not too thick and too tight.
3. Wash your feet with soap and left till
dry in all parts whether feet or skin bridging
the toes.
4. Sometimes wear sandals for reducing
the moisture of the feet.
5. In case of using foot powder, sprinkle
a little powder on feet to reduce moisture.
Sprinkle too much powder on the feet may
cause moist foot problems as powder can
hold moisture well.
6. Do not wear too tight clothes and
should hang clothes till dry. Otherwise, it may
cause groin skin disease.
It is obvious that these methods are not
come with the rainy season will reduce
surely.
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sP i riTual Talk

The sky is beauTiful
boTh before and
afTer raining
Many people do not like the rain, as it
makes them wet and dirty, slowing down
activities in their life. On the contrary,
many like the rain as well, because
it renders the weather cool and humid,
allowing natural lives to grow and
preventing drought. With this example, we
can see that the rain does not bring about
If we thoroughly contemplate it, we can
see its advantages too.
Actually, the rain has its advantages, both
before and after raining. But we have to have
a good state of mind to realize this. The sky
before raining may be beautiful. But people
compare sky conditions before and after
raining. Some say it is muddy, if it rains too
much. But when it does not rain, they say it is
the rain extinguishes it and brings back the
clear sky. For some people who cultivate
vegetable or fruits, the rain renders the soil
humid, helping their plants to grow well. The
rain, how can plants grow well during the
drought?
If we compare troubles or obstacles with the
rain, wetting people, then we see only
non-welcome disadvantages. However,
after raining, the sky will become clear with
52

happily-singing birds. To put it simple, when
a problem rises, it is the time of darkness.
However, after the problem is gone, we
experience happiness once again, with a
lesson reminding ourselves not to repeat the
same mistake, or preparing us for possible
problems and obstacles in the future.
Likewise, it makes us know that we need to
stay under a roof, when it rains. We may get
can rest and get dry. However, it would be
better, if we realize that no matter what, it will
rain one day. If we always carry an umbrella,
we can use it to protect us from the rain anytime.
With this protection, we will not get wet, and
can comfortably walk further in the rain.
we can see that causes of suffering are
emotions and recognition which lead to
feelings. Namely, we suffer because of our
own thoughts. Surely, we cannot stop our
thinking. When thoughts affect our mind, the
minds will get gloomy. Those thoughts can
be compared with darkening clouds moving
to conceal the moon which is our mind.
Although the mind can shine by itself,
but behind the cloud, the moon becomes
gloomy. This happening condition refers to
all negative feelings, anger, dishearten
feeling, sadness, sorrow, etc. However, when
clouds move away, the moon can shine as

usual again. Therefore, what suffers us is not
our mind, but our own thoughts.
When we concentrate on our mind located in
the chest, at the pit of the stomach, we will
see the beginning and ending of feelings. This
mind practice aims to leave behind all
sensuality and help the mind to rely on itself.
Consequently, the mind will not attach itself
to the thoughts, emotions, recognitions, etc.
With the practice, every sensory perception
comes and goes without affecting feelings.
We should not attach our mind to perception.
After well contemplating the changing state
of mind, we will feel more peace, as the mind
can stay indifferent and enters its normal state,
- the endless universe of mind. It will know
its own state and develop to enlightenment.
At the end, the mind will become free, as it
does not bind itself to anything.
When thoughts or emotions pass into the
mind, many of us do not understand the
changing state of mind. Some understand,
but do not see the process. Some see it,
but not clearly. Some see it clearly, but not
thoroughly. Only the practiced mind can
penetrate deeply. Human’s mind can enjoy
the stillness, observing sufferings and
uncertainty. Thoughts and emotions always
change. Some can sense when suffering
rises in their mind. They can contemplate its
impact on the mind and relieve the impact
with the mental practice, suppressing
sensuality, but not totally eliminating it.
Therefore, with the mental practice according
always see the absolute truth; it is natural
law that emotion comes and goes. It is its
nature to fade away. Even suffering will end
as it is its nature, not to be everlasting.
Human’s mind is a place where suffering
happens and fades away when its cause is
gone. With this understanding, we can live
beyond this natural condition. Among all in
this world, Lord Buddha mentioned only the
body and mind. When the mind is free from
the body, it can be free from conditions of this
world as well. As the goings outside the mind
will never end, the mind has to end sufferings
within itself. However, many do not know this,
as they think the real goal of life is out there.
So, they chase something out there according
to directions that they assume as right
directions. No-one ever thinks that the real
goal is inside of our mind.
As this is the way it is, observing our own mind
is the way to Nirvana which is the real goal.
Only a well-practiced mind can bring about
only the sky after raining is beautiful. But all
conditions of the sky can be equally beautiful.
Even with thick clouds, the sky will not be
gloomy.
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S E C RET EN ERGY
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FENG Shui To iNCREaSE
iNduSTRial aNd
CommERCial pRoduCTiviTY
Hundreds of years before, the arrangement
of Feng Shui was limited to the dependence
on natural energy only such as wind power
reinforcing the arrangement of Feng Shui to
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ME A TRIC K S & TIPS

Check the electrical appliances
in rainy season

MISSIon
PoSSIblE
Mission to take care the

electricity in rainy season..
“Rainy season” apart from coming with
the rain and humidity, the accidents and
danger are also caused by the wetness
in rainy season which result in the damage
to people substantially. We propose
the mission to deal with rainy season,
especially about the security of electricity
use to ensure the safety of life and reduce
the loss of properties.
56

2
MISSIon 2
explore on the things around the
house which are the excellent
insulators:

3

MISSIon 3
moving objects near the water.
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G E T HEALTHY

5 HABITS
TO STAY AWAY
FROM “FLU”
1. Regularly and constantly washing hands

2. Often sipping clean water
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3. Regular exercise

Beverage menu
to prevent flu

Lemongrass juice
4. Choosing good and healthy foods

Carrot and passion fruit juice
5. Quitting alcohol beverages and smoking
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E N T ER TAIN M ENT
& BOOK CLUB

SEE
yOU
AgAIN
Good movies for all seasons
In this section, we recommend you good movies worth
re-watching, as they are not only impressive, but also present
directors’ perspectives which allow us to see the world from
a different angle. It may be more beautiful, exotic, or simple
angle with sophistication. All these are colors which can
certainly add more fun to your life.

Birdman

Boy Hood

Birdman

Boy Hood

What makes this movie so superb is the
way it tells the story. It uses the long take
scene without cutting which requires high
cinematographer to unite everything in the
Oscars
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movies lets us grow up with Mason who

Rain, Tea and a good Book
Moist heart with books
People say there is no other activity better than listening
to the sound of raining, sipping hot tea and reading books
to set out an imaginary journey through those pages.

Book’s title : Why thinking like
ordinary people? It’s easier to
think like ones who succeed.
Written by : Editorial department of Street Magazine,

Book’s title
Written by : Hoshiya Nana, Translated by : Sasiwimol Srirattana-Aram,
Published by : Amarin Cuisine, 225 Baht

so that nothing is missing in each menu. It is like you meet an excellent

are not rebellious or simply stubborn. Their think
ing is

is owing to the wise time management. Steven
Spielberg perceives an obstacle as a lesson. As
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gOU RM ET’S DELI gHT

WHEN IT RAINS
LOOK FOR RAINBOWS

Welcome the humid weather of rainy
season with a shop so lovely like a
rainbow after the rain. The cool climate
allows greeny trees to grow everywhere.
Even when it does not rain, this shop is
still lovely and welcoming. Plants in the
shop sing lullabies and provide shadow
for your calmness all the time you are here.

EIgHTEEN BELOW
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EIgHTEEN BELOW

BAAN KAM POO
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TRAVEL THAILAND

Enjoy your journEy

ENjoy youR jouRNEy
BANgkok..NoNTHABuRI..
SAmuT PRAkARN

If you think where to travel, there is no
need for a long distance, leave, or a long
vacation because there are a lot of
attractions inside and near Bangkok where
you can be happy the same as faraway
and cold air. It is because the destination
of the journey is not important as truly
physical and mental relaxation.
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Place :

THINk of BANgkok,
THINk of THESE
ATTRAcTIoNS HERE
If you do not know where to visit in this big
city, please open your heart to visit a museum.
is still hidden. Maybe you will fall in love with
Thailand more.

muSEum SIAm
From a building of the Ministry of
Commerce which its whole area was once
used for public affairs, it was transformed into
a very high-tech museum following a pattern
of the digital world. Situated on 7-rai area, it
is established with the concept of “To want
everyone to view a museum as an enjoyable
place where everything can be touched as
they wish, where a learning center can visited
all the time without boredom, and particularly,
where children and teenagers can visit
Museum Siam is founded as a museum
emphasizing the interaction between exhibitions
and visitors in order to exchange knowledge
and build self-learning skills of the visitors
being touchable and playable with six senses
through the ears, the eyes, the nose, the
tongue, the body, and the heart.
With the aforementioned concept, it
makes the Museum Siam become one of a
few museums on earth and the only one
museum in Thailand which completely breaks
the rules of every museum. The visitors
can touch everything and really use various
the through multimedia narration or using the
eyes to see the inventions and to learn stories
through pictures and stuff. Furthermore, you
can use your body to touch everything
surrounding you such as cannons which their
tries of being a news reporter from Channel
pride in being Thai citizens.
Place: Museum Siam. Sanamchai Road, Grand Palace
Subdistrict.

RATTANAkoSIN ExHIBITIoN HALL
It is another museum worthy of repeated
and enjoyable visits because of its outstanding
presentation and interesting narration which
allow us be profoundly familiar with
knowledge, it can build the pride of being
Thai citizens.
us travel by a 4-dimensional stimulated boat
to see the way of life of people in the past who
lived along the canal banks before the boat
changed to a tram, while the lights inside the
room are turned off in order that we can
admire the prosperity of the city in a period
to witness the stories during the World War
movie theatre, and good old days. When
followed the route, it will automatically lead
us to meet the glorious period with railcars. It
is followed by heart-touched royal duties of
each reign outside the room. Then, we can
go inside the room to delightedly see a lot of
Thai stories.
Place: Rattanakosin Exhibition Hall. Ratcha Damnoen
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NoNTHABuRI
A cITy wITH mANy
gooD THINgS
spends less than an hour for travelling. There
are many tourist attractions but one of them
which should not be missed is the Koh Kred
Islet.
The Koh Kred Islet is a tourist attraction
which is famous for earthenware and the
vegetable cake called Kala shoot cake,
steamed pandanus cake, and other kinds of
traditional dessert.
and many tourist attractions, Koh Kred is
temples on the islet date back to the period

decorated with imports from Italy and it is the
European style as popular in the Reign of King
Rama V. However, the King preserved the old
tradition here by initiating the liturgy chanting
in the Mon language. Nowadays, this temple
is the only one which still keeps Tripitaka
is built in the attitude of subduing Mara by
Prince Pradittavarakarn who also built Phra
image was praised by King Rama V for the
Moreover, at the back of the image hall, there
is the great Mon-style pagoda which its style
also reproduces the Shwedagon Pagoda of
Myanmar.
Place: Koh Kred. Open on every Saturday, Sunday,
park your car at Wat Sanamneu, and then take a boat
to Koh Kred and disembark at Wat Poramaiyikawas,
or take a boat from Wat Klang Kred to disembark at
Wat Paphai.

Pla
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THE ANcIENT cITy
IN SAmuT PRAkARN

One of recommended tourist
attractions when visiting Samut Prakarn
is the ancient city. To visit here is like to
travel all around to every region of the
it brings together important palaces,
are very famous. For example, “Wat
vihara with four gable ends which also

see the whole teak building linked to the
as just one building. You can see
constructed in the ancient style, from the
northeastern region. While from the
central region, you can see the imitation
Place :

from the imitated attractions, inside the
order that the visitors can taste delicious
food, buy and take it back home.

Road heading to Samut Prakarn. Drive along this road
until it meets Sukhumwit Road, then turn left to be on
Sukhumwit Road and continue driving until around the
the left.
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E XO T IC J OURNEY

LOST IN

PARADISE

PaRadIsE Is NOT faR
PaRadIsE Is IN NEw ZEalaNd
That is not an overstatement.
They say that being in New Zealand’s
south island is like traveling in paradise.

always feel the gentle touch of cool
breezes. At the tips of tree branches are
droplets of rain. Raindrops in New Zealand
give a unique and romantic feeling. Even
though sometimes you have to stop,
the view right in front of you will never
displease you at all.
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Say Hello, South Island

The World is a book

Say Hello, South Island

The World is a book
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TA K E A BREAK

Speculation
Husband and wife quarrel regarding
the speculation of gold. The wife told
her husband to sell the gold bought
is afraid that the gold price will go
been lost for
a while. The husband disagrees as he

which is the biggest mistake of your

Somchai
Manager
Somchai
Manager
Somchai
Manager
Somchai
Manager
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: I would like to apply for a job here.
:
: Head of Department.
:
the rules that the person to be the
at least two degrees.
: Oh ... wait a moment.
:
: Photocopying.
:

Pay your electricity bill using your
bank account or credit card
A CHANCE TO WIN ELECTRIC BICYCLE

Exclusive for :

Customers who pay bills through bank
account deduction or credit cards

THB
THB

You can check your contract no and meter no from electric bill.

Free
Registration

For those who register will
receive free billing SMS.

For more informations pls contact :
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BE COMMITTED TO PROMPTNESS
BECAUSE EVERY SECOND IS VALUABLE…
LET US PREPARE YOU FOR THE FUTURE.
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